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“Charting the Course of the NAVSUP IT 
Community” 
 
• Aligning with Our Customers 
• Delivering Best Value Solutions 
• Building Tomorrow’s IT Community 
 




This report summarizes the 2004 Naval Supply System Command IT Community 
Appreciative Inquiry Summit held at the National Convention Center in 
Lansdowne, Virginia, March 1-4, 2004.    
Appreciative Inquiry 
This was not your typical planning meeting! To appreciate means to value and to 
understand things of worth. To inquire means to study, to ask questions, to 
search. So, Appreciative Inquiry (AI) is a collaborative search to identify and 
understand the organization’s strengths, its’ potentials, its’ greatest opportunities, 
and people’s highest hopes for the future. Several key principles guided the 
Appreciative Inquiry (AI) Summit. First, the WHOLE SYSTEM participated — a 
cross-section of as many interested parties as possible. This brings more 
diversity, less hierarchy, and a chance for each person to be heard and to learn. 
Second, the construction of future scenarios was based on a shared 
understanding of HISTORICAL and GLOBAL perspectives. This meant thinking 
globally together before acting locally, giving us more options, a shared 
understanding, and greater commitment to act. Third, our groups were SELF-
MANAGED, and we used DIALOGUE – not “problem-solving” – as the main tool 
for interaction. Fourth, COMMON GROUND and NARRATIVE RICH 
INTERACTION served as our frame of reference. We searched for meaning and 
direction in stories that honored and connected us to our “history as positive 
possibility.” Finally, we sought for INSPIRED ACTION ON BEHALF OF THE 
WHOLE — Because the “whole system” was involved it was easier to make rapid 
decisions and public commitments for action.  
The AI Summit was designed to move through four phases: DISCOVERY, where 
members of the community reflected on moments when we are at our best; 
DREAM, when we created a vision of the future; DESIGN where members of the 
community created bold and exciting action plans and proposals; and DESTINY, 








Our Summit started as members of the Executive Steering Committee 
enthusiastically greeted all comers “at the door”.  There were 21 tables of 7-8 
people in the meeting room.  The different stakeholders were scattered 
throughout the room so that each table had a diverse set of individuals. 
Ms. Ruth Sanders, NAVSUP CIO, welcomed us and provided an overview of our 
work for the next four days. She welcomed and acknowledged the many people 
from different communities who were there to support our efforts.   She talked 
about what was to come in the next few days, and described how she was 
confident about our ability to make significant change during our time together. 
Finally, she introduced the theme of the Summit and encouraged us to give our 
best efforts to our work over the next three days. 
Dr. Frank Barrett of the Naval Postgraduate School provided an overview of the 
way we would work during the next four days. He challenged us to find common 
ground, to focus on what we already do well, and to think forward to action.   
The Executive Steering Committee (ESC) was also recognized at he beginning 
of the summit.  This committee, comprised of 18 individuals convened several 
months prior to the summit to decide on the summit’s topic, generated a list of 
possible attendees and discussed logistical issues for the summit.  The topic 
decided upon was: 
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The Executive Steering Committee included the following individuals: 
 
Ruth Sanders, NAVSUP CIO 
James Delorenzo, NAVSISA ED 
Bill Wall, NAVSISA Mechanicsburg 
Randy McLaughlin, NAVSISA Mechanicsburg 
LTJG Melanie Johnson, NAVSISA Mechanicsburg 
Chuck Folsom, NAVSISA Mechanicsburg 
Tony Turchetti, NAVSISA Mechanicsburg 
Kathy Chastain, NAVSUP CIO Staff 
Steve Kozick, NAVSUP CIO Staff 
Josephine McDole, NAVSISA San Diego 
Buena Algosa, NAVSISA San Diego 
Charlene Fowler, NAVSISA Jacksonville 
Ron Steele, NAVSISA, Tidewater 
LT Andy Escriva, NAVSISA, Mechanicsburg 
Maureen Blair, NAVSISA, Puget Sound  
Don Starr, NAVSISA Mechanicsburg 
Elaine Witmer, NAVSISA Mechanicsburg 
 
In addition, the facilitation team was comprised of Dr. Frank Barrett, NPS, Dr. 
Ron Fry, Case Western Reserve University, LT Greg Taylor, NPS and Anthony 
Weeks, Graphic Designer.  Throughout the summit, Anthony Weeks captured the 
emerging themes reflections, and presentations on large storyboards.  These 
were posted around the room at the end of each phase.  Additionally, Joe 
Niemiec and Greg Shirilla, both from NAVSISA Mechanicsburg, filmed the events 
and took digital pictures throughout the four days.  Throughout this report are 
scenes of the NAVSUP IT Summit created by the Graphic Designer during the 
major phases of the summit. 
Kathy Chastain, NAVSUP CIO Staff, and her team arranged the logistics for the 
summit.  Cate Oiler-Stone, Andy Groenenboom, Linda Hivner, Norma Crowther 
and Sandy Levendusky provided administrative and customer services.  This 
group was responsible for ensuring that nothing was left undone in terms of 
making the four days enjoyable and productive for all participants. 
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Frank Barrett and Ron Fry introduced the concept of Appreciative Inquiry.  They 
shared the 4-D cycle of Appreciative Inquiry: Discovery, Dream, Design, and 





Because it’s easier to dream about the best of “what might be” when we are 
aware of our strengths, the Summit kicked off by discovering what we do well 
right now. Dr. Ron Fry taught us about the power of mobilizing change by 
focusing on “success factors” rather than on problem solving. Then, each person 
paired up with someone else to do an Appreciative Interview—a set of carefully 
crafted, positively oriented questions. We shared our peak moments or “high 
point” stories, our key wishes for the IT Community, and our highest hopes for 
the future of the IT Community.  After sharing stories in pairs, the large group 
reconvened. At the tables, tasks were assigned to four people: a discussion 
leader, a timekeeper, a recorder, and a reporter. The participants then shared 
highlights from what they learned with others at their tables the stories they heard 
in their conversations. The recorder listened for common themes and patterns 
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from the high point stories. They also shared their highest hopes for the three 
days. Several tables then reported the highlights, common themes, and hopes 
for the summit to the large group. 
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We discovered many commonalities with each other. Collectively, our key wishes 
all pointed to the emergence of the IT Community as a stronger, connected, and 
respected contributor to the Navy mission. Our highest hopes for the summit 
reflected an action-oriented, realistic perspective of the hard work needed to 
make our wishes a reality. 
After lunch, our task was to determine our “root causes of success.” We met 
again in our teams and re-examined our “high-point” stories. In our groups, we 
identified the key factors that allowed for these stories to be examples of 
success. 
When we re-convened as a community, our reports included both a list of factors 
and stories to illustrate those factors at work. These stories not only helped us 
discover our key factors of success, but they also made us aware of the 






Day one’s formal work ended with a few moments of “open-space,” where 
participants could express their thoughts and impressions about the day. IT 
members expressed excitement about the amount of progress and growth they 
were witnessing, particularly in the area of career development.  
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The Appreciative Inquiry Summit is whole-system process where voices from all 
levels have an equal opportunity express their opinions and ideas. Several 
attendees noted this feature: 
The diversity of the group… is most impressive. All the backgrounds varied. 
Having customers and stakeholders included, having military and civilian 
included gives everyone a very different perspective… there was nobody wearing 
a uniform. So that’s a big change right there. There was no rank structure there; 
people sitting around the tables discussing things amongst themselves not based 
on who’s the O-6 or who’s the GS-15.  It’s based on who has a different idea and 
a different perspective. It’s also being run by the facilitators who are not 
government. And they’re suggesting that everyone has an idea, and everyone is 
included, and nothing is falling on the floor. 
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Day 2: Tuesday, Dream – Visions of the Future We Want 
 
The dream phase helped us to creatively build a vision of the future. We started 
the day with several conversations and presentations that helped us to develop a 
basic understanding of what that future might hold. 
 
Posting the Positive Core 
 
After a brief check-in, Dr. Ron Fry of Case Western Reserve University directed 
us in an exercise where we identified what we want to preserve and leverage for 
the IT Community in the future. In our groups, we wrote down our ideas on 
pennants and posted them around the room to remind us of our community 
strengths. 
These pennants served as a visual reminder throughout the summit of the 
positive core of the current NAVSUP IT Community, and they were referred to 
during other activities in the summit.  
 
Positive Image, Positive Action 
 
To help us understand the power of imaging, Dr. Frank Barrett presented 
research on the relationship between images of the future and the human 
propensity to enact those in reality.  
 
Ron Fry and Frank Barrett presented research on Appreciative Inquiry. They 
discussed the five aspects of developing a positive image that leads to positive 
action: 
 
• The Placebo effect in medicine means that when a patient believes 
he/she is getting medicine, even though a sugar pill or placebo is being 
administered, the patient will get better. The principle is that perceptions 
and beliefs shape the future. 
 
• The Pygmalion effect suggests that others become our image of them.  
Classrooms studies conducted in the past found teachers’ opinions of their 
students determined academic performance. 
 
• Inner Dialogue: studies of psychological health found that the healthiest 
people have a 2:1 ratio of positive to negative thoughts. 
 
• Positive Affect: the story of Norman Cousins who didn’t want to be 
reminded of his illness; instead, he generated positive affect and was 
cured from cancer.  Positive affect has been found to have both 
physiological and relational impact. 
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• Finally, the concept of Affirmative Competence: they used, as an 
example, a study of bowlers. One group of bowlers was coached only on 
what they did well, while another group was coached on the mistakes. 
After several weeks of coaching, everyone’s scores improved. But the 
scores of the first group were statistically better than the second group. 
 
These ideas were a reminder that the opportunity to collectively imagine positive 




We were then asked for stories that demonstrate the power positive thinking and 
actions can have. 
One story was told of a POW who imagined himself shooting a 68 in golf day 
after day.  After he came home, he went golfing and shot a 67!   
Another story was shared where one individual decided to create an uptime 
status report instead of the downtime status report.  This made a huge difference 
in peoples’ willingness the proved data. 
Someone mentioned taking a mess hall cook and calling him a culinary specialist 
complete with the chef’s hat….makes the food taste better. 
Bottom line… positive thoughts and actions can have a huge impact.  
 17 
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 Dreams and Visions of the Future 
  
The next activity in the summit was to imagine and portray dreams of what the 
future NAVSUP IT Community ideally looks like. In their original mixed groups, 
they shared and discussed images of the future from their interview notes. 
(Imagining it is six years in the future, March 2010, the teams visualized the 
culture they really wished for, as if it exists now and discussed what is 
happening, what is new, better, or different. 
 
The groups presented skits, a rap, a Family Feud game, a Jeopardy game, a TV 
news program, a commercial and newspaper headlines. Each depicted different 
themes and aspirations for the future.  
 
• The road to success…this group were all arguing about which direction to 
go and were generally not “in sync”.  When their vehicle got a flat tire and 
they began working on changing it as a team, the attitudes became better 
and the trip was pleasant.    
 
• Family Feud…the two teams were 2004 and 2010.  The question was 
asked “100 people were asked “What are the attributes of a successful IT 
Organization?”  Team 2004 responded in “old think” and team 2010 won, 
of course, with responses such as customer focused, energized 
workforce, flexible and agile. 
 
• Newspaper Article…this team presented a newspaper page with 
headlines as “Navy SYSCOM Rated #1 Employer” and “State of the Art 
Technology at Navy SYSCOM”. 
 
• There was a skit done to the tune of Queen’s “We Will Rock You”  
 
• Another skit done in “beatnik” fashion 
 
• An another as a Jeopardy Game Show   
 
The presentations brought everyone together in a new way, and there was a 
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Mapping Opportunities for Improvement 
 
As our final activity for day two, we held a massive brainstorm—first at our tables, 
then as a whole community.  We were asked to think about all the presentations, 
skits, and reports about the future and brainstorm a list of opportunities to 
improve the NAVSUP IT Community to better Align with Our Customers, Deliver 
Best Value Solutions and Build Tomorrow’s IT Community.  
Once we had time to generate a list, each group reported out to the larger group, 
while the facilitators captured all the ideas on a larger poster board called the 
“Opportunity Map.”  Each person was given three small round stickers; they 
came up to the map and placed the stickers next to their preferred opportunities. 
After each person had voted, there were obvious clusters of opportunities on the 
map.  The result was a comprehensive “opportunity” map, showing clusters of 





At the end of the session, the facilitator team, NAVSUP CIO, NAVSISA 
Commanding Officer and Executive Director and a couple others met to 
determine the best set of “cluster topics” based on the Opportunity Mapping 
exercise and subsequent voting. This group came up with eleven titles for pilot 
groups:  Enterprise Architecture, Enterprise Web Strategy, Customer Relations 
Strategy, Best Value CDA, Marketing Strategy, Innovative Culture, Flexible 
Workforce (Planning), Flexible Workforce (Development), Teaming for Process 
Improvement, Centers of Excellence and Expand Role in ERP.  These eleven 
clusters formed the basis for the Design phase of Appreciative Inquiry. 
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Day 3: Design- Design to Destiny 
 
The DoN CIO, Mr. Dave Wennergren, visited us first thing in the morning.  He 
talked with us for an hour, addressing what was happening in the IT world and 
where we are headed.  He shared his top ten list that includes the following: 
• Innovation 
• NMCI  
• Netcentricity  
• Knowledge Management 
• DoN eBusiness Office 
• Webservices Enterprise Portal 
• Functional Area Managers, Legacy Application Rationalization, Portfolio 
Management 
• Making Smart Investments and measuring performance 
• Security 






Creating Pilot Change Projects for Positive Change 
 
This was where the “action phase” began. Posted around the room in the 
morning were the titles of the new cluster groups. The participants took their seat 
in the room, and as the session began, we were asked to go to the cluster group 
where we most wanted to work on a project.  We voted with our feet. We got up 
and moved to the group that meant the most to us.  Each of the groups had 
between 13 to 28 members. 
 
The new groups then began to work together throughout most of the day to 
prepare a presentation for Thursday morning. The first task was to learn about 
the new group. Each member of the group shared why he/she chose the 
particular Opportunity group: what excited them the most about this area or topic.  
 
Next, we drafted one or two paragraphs that described the ideal for which we 
were striving three years from now: what will you wish to have achieved. These 
Aspiration Statements were written as if the ideal state were happening now 
(illustrated on this and the next page).  As each group presented its ideas and 





During the next breakout session, we refined our aspirations even more, and we 
began listing concrete action steps that would move us toward a community 
vision. We were reminded to listen for and move toward common ground, to build 
on what we heard and liked from others, to make sure that everyone’s voice was 
heard, and to build from the positive core we had identified during the first two 
days. 
When we reported our actions back to the larger community, we continued to 
receive feedback on how to refine our ideas even more. Dr. Frank Barrett 
showed us how to use green, yellow or red cards to quickly express our feelings 
about the direction of other groups. These activities helped us to share the 
collective knowledge and energy in the room and to achieve focus in our evolving 
plans.
  
Feedback on 3-Year Aspiration Statements 
 
When the pilot groups reconvened, each read their aspiration statement to the 
large group. Then anyone could 1) state what was most exciting or provocative 
about the statement, what they liked the most, and 2) what they would add to 
make it even bolder, more provocative. Each person was given a pad of 3M 
Post-Its on which they could make notes about the statements. After each group 
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presented their statements, there was time given for everyone to post their 
feedback directly on the aspiration statements. 
 
Action Planning for Pilot Projects 
 
The pilot groups then went back to work on their short-term and long-term goals 
and action plans.   Many of the eleven groups worked together into the evening. 
 
The guidelines for the 1-Year Goals and Action Steps were as follows: 
 
• Does it support the NAVSUP IT Community Mission? 
• Does it address/reflect the underlying principles in your Aspiration Statement? 
• What are we already doing (Key Success Factors from our Positive Core) that 
can be continued or enhanced? 
• What are the new actions that would create an impact? 
• Can all stakeholders support the idea? 
• Try to find at least one, short-term action idea that will show visible progress 
and impact coming out of this Summit—the “low-hanging fruit” that can be 
implemented perhaps more easily or quickly than some of the other ideas.  
 
The pilot groups were asked to use the following criteria for each of their goal 
areas: 
 
• Agree on key targets and scenarios for how to get there: who would need to do 
what? By when? 
• Identify specific success indicators along the way: 1 year, 6 months, 12 months 
• Identify key players, change agents, and other pilot groups who will be critical to 
successful implementation and how we will gain their involvement after the 
Summit 
• Identify the major benefits of this Pilot  Effort in terms of the Summit topic: How 
will it assist in Charting the Course of the NAVSUP IT Community? 
 
To end the day, we witnessed a “fishbowl” conversation between external 
stakeholders who talked about their perspectives of the IT Community. They 
talked about what they like in the IT Community, and about what more they 




Day 4: Thursday, Destiny – Declaring the Future We Will 
Become 
 
The morning of the final day was a busy time for the summit participants. Each 
group made a formal presentation of their 3-Year Aspiration Statements and  
Goals.  Each was actionable and outlined next steps for implementation. Some of 
the goals were short-term actionable goals, while others were more long-term, 
strategic, and geared toward broad policy changes. The graphic artist captured 











Before the closing remarks and reflections on the summit, Lt. Greg Taylor gave a 











For more information on the progress of IT Summit action groups or to view 
presentations as well as graphics contained within this report, visit SITESCAPE 
at https://applications.navsup.navy.mil/forums/zone1/dispatch.cgi. 
 
